
Brasseri� Hort� Men�
Rue Des Sables 20, Brussel Centrum, Belgium

+3222177271 - https://brasseriehorta.be

The menu of Brasserie Horta from Brussel Centrum includes 17 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on the
menu cost about $11.4. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Brasserie

Horta:
a wonderful place to relax and have a great meal in the heart of bruxelles! the messingerie is neatly situated in
the beautiful horta palace, a building that shows fantastic liberty architecture and decorations. the location is

stunning, but the atmosphere is still cozy and very friendly. the menu is quite rich, with choices for all different
moods. they also have a nice selection of dressing the day. eating is okcel... read more. The restaurant offers
complimentary WiFi for its customers, And into the accessible rooms also come customers with wheelchairs or
physical disabilities. If the weather conditions are right, you can also be served outside. What User doesn't like

about Brasserie Horta:
The hot chocolate was tasty; not overly sweet. Stay away from the crêpes, they were quite blend and too thick so

stick with the waffle. I was there on a sunday at around 4:30PM and it was not crowded. My afternoon snack
came pretty fast, but the service overall was underwhelming. read more. The Brasserie Horta from Brussel

Centrum serves dishes that you can find all over Europe, In the morning they serve a tasty breakfast here. Not
to be overlooked is also the large variety of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, Besides, there is the

characteristic atmosphere and naturally also the typical ambiance of a Brasserie.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Appet�er�
VOL AU VENT 14 €

Süß� Dessert�
CHOCOLATE MOUSSE 5 €

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Sid� Order�
MAYO

Viande�
CROQUETTES MOZZARELLA 12 €

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Coffe�
COFFEE

Pla�
DOS DE CABILLAUD SUR LIT DE
POIREAUX 18 €

Drink�
DRINKS

Plat� cuisiné�
CARBONNADE À LA FLAMANDE 16 €

Plate� Brunc�
WAFFLE

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

Desser�
GAUFFRE DE BRUXELLES 4 €

CRÈME BRÛLÉE 6 €

Entre�
SOUPE FRAÎCHE DU JOUR 6 €

DUO DE CROQUETTES (FROMAGE
ET CREVETTES GRISES) 13 €
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Brasseri� Hort�
Rue Des Sables 20,
Brussel Centrum, Belgium

Opening Hours:
Monday 00:00 -00:00
Tuesday 10:00-11:30 12:00-14:30
14:30-18:00
Wednesday 10:00-11:30 12:00-14:30
14:30-18:00
Thursday 10:00-11:30 12:00-14:30
14:30-18:00
Friday 10:00-11:30 12:00-14:30 14:30-
18:00
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Saturday 10:00-11:30 12:00-15:00
15:00-18:00
Sunday 10:00-11:30 12:00-15:00 15:00-
18:00Brasseri� Hort� Men�
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